Shuttlers Metropolitan Mobility

Website / Facebook page (link):

www.shuttlers.ng

Location:

Lagos, Lagos, Nigeria

PROPOSAL TITLE (10 words)

Scheduled bus-pooling application for Professionals and Companies

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (50 words)

Shuttlers enables professionals and organisations share rides in corporate buses to and from work. Users book trips along fixed-routes at 60-80 percent lower than ride-hailing services and without surge or peak pricing. Users can search for their routes, book a seat, pay and track arrival and departure times of their shuttles.

SOLUTION NARRATIVE (250 words)

Shuttlers platform enables professionals and organisations share rides in corporate buses to and from work. With Shuttlers, users book trips along fixed-routes at 60-80 percent lower than ride-hailing services and without surge or peak pricing, which is the first of its kind in Nigeria. This solution is contributing to solving the menace of traffic in Lagos as young professionals can now join comfortable AC-buses with other professionals. This will not only reduce the daily commuting stress for professionals but also reduce traffic congestion and carbon emission. (1 bus can remove 14-29 cars from the road).